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Abstract
This report focuses on the importance of improving patient mobility during IV therapy, as low 

levels of physical activity during hospitalization are thought to lead to a variety of negative 

patient outcomes. This report specifically aims to find alternative solutions to traditional IV 

stents. Various steps were taken to find design criteria through a literature review, a set of 

surveys for the public and two expert interviews. Qualitative and quantitative data were 

collected through surveys to gain a basic understanding of patient perceptions of IV therapy. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted to find links between literature and insights. It was 

found that both secondary and primary studies led to the following results: problems with 

traditional IV braces include limited patient mobility, increased risk, and lack of individualized 

care. The findings suggest that the patient experience can be improved through the 

introduction of wearable technology, increased patient autonomy, and the use of new infusion 

device designs. Five different design concepts are proposed to address existing problems and 

enhance patient freedom and comfort. Finally, the key findings of the study are summarized 

and the potential for improving medical infusion therapy to provide a better patient care 

experience is highlighted. These findings have important implications for future healthcare 

design and practice.

The Need of The Patient Comes First.
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Introduction

In the dynamic landscape of modern healthcare, the pursuit of innovation plays a pivotal role 
in redefining patient experiences and optimizing medical practices (Kelly & Young, 2017). As 
the demand for patient-centric care continues to shape the evolution of healthcare systems, 
it becomes imperative to critically assess and enhance every facet of the medical journey. 
Among the myriad interventions that form the cornerstone of medical treatment, intravenous 
(IV) therapy stands as a fundamental practice. However, the conventional approach to IV 
therapy, typified by the cumbersome IV pole, presents an array of mobility challenges that 
hinder both patients and healthcare providers. This research report embarks on a journey to 
explore a groundbreaking solution – a wearable IV device – which seeks to solve the problem 
of patient mobility issue during IV treatment and revolutionize the landscape of patient care.

At the heart of this endeavor lies a profound motivation to address the multifaceted 
challenges that permeate the realm of IV therapy. The conventional IV pole, though 
undeniably crucial, is accompanied by an array of pain points that ripple through the fabric of 
healthcare provision. From restricting patients' mobility to hampering their ability to engage 
in daily activities, the stationary nature of IV poles curtails the essence of patient autonomy. 
The burden of constant monitoring falls upon both healthcare professionals and patients, 
impeding the vision of a seamless and efficient medical process. This project, rooted in the 
belief that innovation can be a catalyst for transformative change, sets out to redefine the 
contours of IV therapy by seamlessly integrating medical technology and human-centric 
design principles.

The significance of this project reverberates across a spectrum of healthcare contexts, each 
demanding its unique blend of adaptability, efficiency, and patient-centricity. The formidable 
challenges faced in diverse settings, ranging from bustling hospital emergency departments 
to remote outdoor rescue scenarios, call for a reimagining of traditional medical practices. By 
designing a wearable IV-infusion device that not only administers fluids but also embodies an 
array of intelligent features, such as temperature control, flow rate modulation, and real-time 
alarms, this project strives to pioneer a paradigm shift in patient care.

At its core, this research report aims to explore an innovative approach in enhancing patient 
mobility during IV treatment, drawing insights from existing research, technological 
breakthroughs, and successful interventions in various healthcare contexts. By envisioning a 
future where patients are unburdened by the constraints of stationary IV poles, and 
healthcare providers are equipped with an arsenal of tools that enhance their clinical prowess, 
this project aspires to usher in an era where innovation and compassion converge to shape 
the landscape of healing.

5
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1 . 1  G r a p h i c a l  V i e w  o f  t h e  p r o j e c t
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The following literature review systematically focus on 
the fundamental procedure of IV therapy, the common 
limitation of the IV poles, and the foreseeable innovation 
towards this topic. The exploration of the above crucial 
themes underpins a comprehensive knowledge base 
required to move further in the research process.  

It is worth noting that although the literature on IV 
therapies has been scarce in recent years, this is not due 
to a lack of progress in the field. In fact, the design of  IV 
system may show certain similarities in many aspects 
due to their stability and basic functional requirements. 
While the existing literature may focus more on early 
designs and principles, we can glean valuable insights 
from it that provide a more solid foundation for current 
innovations. 

7
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2.1 Review of Current IV therapy 

Intravenous therapy is a type of treatment that involves directly injecting intravenous fluids, 
drugs, blood, or blood products into a vein (Perry, Potter, & Ostendorf, 2014). In an emergency 
circumstance or for individuals who are unable to take drugs orally, intravenous therapy is an 
effective and fast-acting means to provide fluid or pharmaceutical treatment. Intravenous fluid, 
medication, and nourishment delivery is quite common in hospitals, accounting for up to 80% 
of medical practices for hospitalized patients (Waitt et al., 2004).

The principle of traditional infusion is based on the physical effect of hydrostatic pressure and 
atmospheric pressure, injecting liquid into human veins (Yuji, 2016). Usually, the infusion bottle 
is hung high to create a water column pressure, so that the liquid can enter the vein smoothly. 
However, this design must meet certain conditions: the height of the infusion bottle must be 
sufficient, the liquid level must be open to the atmosphere, and the water column pressure 
must be greater than the venous pressure. Therefore, the infusion bottle must be suspended 
high, and the top of the infusion tube has air holes to maintain balance. This restricts the 
patient's movement, because the infusion must be kept in a high suspension state to avoid 
backflow of blood, and the infusion bottle cannot be turned over and shaken(Yuji, 2016). 
These restrictions impede the patient's free movement and cause inconvenience in during the 
treatment. In modern designs, it is critical to explore ways to address these issues to provide 
more convenient infusion methods and enhance patient comfort and mobility.

Figure 1 shows a basic set up of IV therapy, the 
following are the general guidelines of IV therapies:

• - IV fluid treatment is prescribed by a medical 
professional and requires information such as 
solution type, infusion rate, duration, date, and 
time.

• - Because IV treatment is invasive, it might cause 
significant complications if the wrong fluids or 
drugs are given.

• - Maintaining aseptic technique is essential during 
all stages of IV treatment, including 
commencement, equipment maintenance, and 
termination(CDC, 2011).

• - When a vein must be maintained open ("TKVO"), 
the normal infusion rate is 20 to 50 ml per hour 
(Doyle & McCutcheon, 2015).

• - Localised infection, catheter-related bloodstream 
infection (CR-BSI), fluid overload, and difficulties 
relating to solution or medicine type and dosage 
are also potential consequences of IV treatment 
(Perry et al., 2014).

• - An infusing peripheral IV site requires regular 
examination, generally every 2 hours or as needed.

Figure 1: IV set up 

(Ledis, 2022)
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2.2 Existing IV poles

As mentioned earlier, patients’ movement are strongly related to the constraints of IV poles . 
This section analyzes the current IV poles and their pros and cons from Kassem et al’s study.

The existing IV poles can be distinguished into Market poles and research poles. 
Market/commercial IV poles are the most often used poles nowadays; they are made up of a 
stand, a wheeled base, and hooks that are assembled side by side, with the hooks attached to 
the top of the stand and the wheeled base attached to the bottom. These IV poles can be 
distinguished by their additional characteristics (Sayed-Kassem et al., 2020).. 

Figure 2a depicts an ambulatory patient support stand having a horizontal support handle that 
facilitates in the movement of the stand. By pushing the pole while gripping the handle, the 
patient applies less force than would be required to push a standard IV pole. The Homecare IV 
stand, seen in Figure 2b, is constructed with the centre of gravity at its base (bottom section), 
which is connected to two rear supporting wheels and two front casters. The latter design 
enables for quick device installation and disassembly, as well as modification of the elevation 
of the IV bag based on the patient's height. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 2c, the 
hanging IV pole is a pole affixed to the roof right above the patient's bed. A drawback of such 
an IV stand is that it does not permit the patient to maneuver the pole; someone has to always 
hold the IV bag (Sayed-Kassem et al., 2020). Furthermore, the Brewer stand, seen in Figure 2d, 
is a free-standing mobile pole with improved hangers, accessories, and height adjustment. 

Figure 2(a) 2(b) 2(c) 2(d)

Figure 2 (a-d): (Sayed-Kassem et al., 2020)
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Figure 3: Advantages and disadvantages of existing IV poles

The disadvantages of current 

poles summarized in Figure3 

were centered on their cost, 

the space they occupy, how 

they are maneuvered, and 

the lack of crucial features.

In essence, the inherent 

limits shared by different IV 

pole designs as shown in 

Figure 2(a-d), such as 

restricted mobility and 

patient reliance, inspire 

designers to find innovative 

solutions. The constant 

challenge is to develop 

solutions that address these 

limits while still improving 

patient comfort, autonomy, 

and overall healthcare 

experience.



2.3 Risks of restricted mobility 

According to multiple studies, it is proven that existing intravenous poles on the market 

restricted patients’ movement and took up both the patient's and the nurse's time (Sayed-

Kassem et al., 2020). According to a survey conducted in 2015 on 629 nurses, 85.7% of the 

participants have claimed that they have felt a risk of falling when patients use IV poles 

(Hachigasaki, 2020).  Walking with an IV pole could impact a person's stride. Walking in a 

straight path while using an IV pole shortens stride, decreases pace, and minimises arm swing 

compared to walking normally, according to research done by Hachigasaki (2012) on healthy 

persons in their 60s. These findings suggest that while walking with an IV pole, even a healthy 

person's gait approaches that of an elderly person or someone who has fallen.

In Hachigasaki's study, he has conducted a study examining directional changes while walking 

with an IV pole, 33 healthy men participated (Hachigasaki, 2020). The experiment recreated IV 

drip placement in the left forearm, with the pole maneuvered using the left hand. Six 

movements, including turns and stopping, were executed, capturing gait measures and 

subjective assessments.

Results indicated distinctive alterations when walking with an IV pole. Turns and walking with 

the pole correlated with reduced speed, prolonged time, shorter stride, and head angle tilt. 

Turning left without stopping often involved contact between pole legs and participants' legs 

(15.2%), showing higher probability compared to other movements. Subjectively, turning left 

without stopping led to a diminished sense of security (p < .05) compared to turning left with 
stopping. Conclusively, turning with an IV pole increases fall risk due to the pole itself.
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2.4 The innovation 

Considering the risk of falling is a common limitation, a recent 

study by Oguri et al., suggests an innovative approach to the 

danger of falling events related with manually pulling IV poles 

while walking. The study proposes a robotic IV pole design that 

travels autonomously besides the user to reduce the danger of 

falling. The system employs LiDAR technology to calculate the 

user's centre of gravity, guaranteeing proper alignment with the 

location of the IV pole. Experiments validated the suggested 

algorithm's efficacy, allowing the robotic IV pole to synchronise

with walking rates ranging from 0.3 m/s to 0.8 m/s (Oguri et al., 

2021). This study emphasizes the need of patient movement 

when using an IV pole once more. However, this research 

demonstrates that the robotic IV pole has largely addressed the 

standard IV pole's auto-moving capability while preserving the 

traditional size and design.

Figure 4: Robotic IV

(Kem, 2022)



Patient-centered care is a key component of person 
centric care, giving the patient a sense of control and 
responsibility so that the patient is involved in the 
care activities (both psychologically and physically) in 
order to benefit and recover from this involvement 
(Kashyap, 2023). Low levels of physical activity during 
hospitalization are considered to contribute to a 
variety of negative patient outcomes (Szeto et al., 
2023). Therefore, enhancing the patient's freedom 
and mobility is essential in the treatment process.

As shown in figure 6, the Korean YouTube Blogger 
Nado is conducting outdoor activity with an IV pole 
besides, claiming in her post that she has 
experienced 4-day-5-night IV therapy. According to 
research, It‘s known that for common vitamin 
therapies, The 500mL IV drip usually takes between 
20-40 minutes, and the 1000mL IV usually takes 30-
60 minutes (INTRA V, 2023). Depending on the 
patients’ age and weight, and the IV type, the 
duration can be varied between 15 and 90 minutes 
minutes (AZ IV Medics, 2020). The average hospital 
stay are varied between 4.44 days and 11.6 days 
(Burgess & Lewis, 2000). 
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Another innovation on this that is already in the market 

is the portable-iv set as shown on the right. The Ez Pole 

is a portable IV stand designed and manufactured by 

Mobiu Co., Ltd in Korea that allows patients to move 

freely while receiving an IV. It consists of three main 

components: a shoulder hook, a stand and a bottle 

holder. In addition, there are soft shoulder pads and 

two quick snap straps that go around one shoulder and 

the chest. As a result, the weight of the bottle is evenly 

distributed over the body to minimize stress on the 

shoulder area. However, although this design allows the 

patient to move independently, this design may 

obstruct the field of vision as much as possible. In 

addition, it does not change the form of the fluid 

container, which can add a lot of weight to the patient.

Figure 6: Nado went outdoor 

with IV pole

2.5 Importance of person-centered care

Figure 5: EZ Pole

(Nado_odo， 2023)

(Savroprex, nd)



2.6 WIDs used nowadays

Using wearable medical devices during hospitalization may help improve patient activity, 
sedentary behavior, and other outcomes (Szeto et al., 2023). Multiple recent literatures have 
pointed out the opportunities of using wearable injection devices. The emerging concept of 
wearable devices (WDs), implantable devices (IDs), and combined wearable and implantable 
devices (WIDs) for drug delivery has opened up new avenues for treating patients with 
chronic diseases that require ongoing and long-term medical attention, such as diabetes, 
ocular disorders, cancer, wound healing, cardiovascular diseases, and contraception (Kar et al., 
2022). However, the literature has also mentioned a significant technical challenge that in the 
notion of WDs is their restricted capacity to contain a high drug payload, making them appear 
less suited for applications requiring high-dosing.

There has been publications related to wearable injectors, such as the example wearable 
injectors shown in figure 7a&b, and these devices are primarily used for diabetic patients. As 
chronic diseases require long-term treatment, daily tasks such as insulin injections can be 
burdensome for patients (Gross, 2022). As a result, continuous technological innovations and 
increased patient awareness have led to the widespread acceptance of an increasing number 
of wearable devices. However, current wearable syringes are predominantly used for the 
injection of small volumes of fluids, and thus an area of research exists in which there is a lack 
of portable, lightweight wearable devices suitable for the infusion of fluids. The only wearable 
IV infusion device on the market was shown in the previous section in Figure 5, however it is 
not convenient enough and lightweight for mass use. This research area provides an 
important opportunity to explore the development of novel wearable technologies suitable for 
infusion therapy to improve patient mobility and treatment experience.

Figure 7a Figure 7b
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(Ondrug Delivery Magazine, 2022) 

Appropriate patient activity not only helps to reduce physical complications, but also 

improves the patient's social and emotional well-being. However, in traditional IV therapy, 

patients are required to press an alarm button when they need help or seek assistance when 

they need to use the restroom, which can limit patient autonomy. If patients are given more 

autonomy and control over these necessary needs, their needs can be better met and their 

treatment experience can be enhanced (Javed, 2023). Therefore, providing patients with 

more decision-making power and autonomy can help build a closer therapeutic partnership, 

thereby enhancing treatment outcomes and patient satisfaction (J, 2014).
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2.7 Conclusion

13

The literature review has highlighted the importance of enhancing patient mobility in IV therapy, 

as the current approach causes potential risks of patient falls. Further research suggests that the 

wearable techniques can be integrated into the design to enhance patient comfort and enhance 

mobility. there are some innovation but they are not perfect, the robotic IV pole shown in Figure 

4 can walk with patients side by side, but its size is not changing, and can also be very crowded in 

the ward; the wearable design in Figure 5 is too big and heavy to stand on patients’ shoulders, 

the visin will be blocked too. The research gap identified is that current market lack of the 

convenient and lightweight wearable infusion device that eligible for using in IV therapies. This 

research area provides an important opportunity to explore the development of novel wearable 

technologies suitable for infusion therapy to improve patient mobility and treatment experience. 
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03 
Research 
Overview

Design research is an important element in generating 
the optimal possible user experience, as it assists 
designers in comprehending users' behaviour and 
translating it into practical insights to improve 
the design (Esposito, 2018).

The key objective of the study is to measure 
respondents' thoughts on the need for alternate IV 
pole solutions in various healthcare scenarios. The 
survey and interviews sought to ascertain participants' 
understanding of the limits of conventional IV poles, 
their opinions of the possible benefits of wearable IV-
infusion devices, and their readiness to embrace such 
alternatives.

14
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3.1 The surveys

The first collection method was a survey developed to people with experiences with IV 

therapies in any health care scenarios. The survey consists of 12 questions and took an 

average time of 4 minutes to complete. Survey questions were structured to collect both 

quantitative and qualitative data. 

To gain thorough insights from participants, the survey included a combination of closed-

ended and Likert scale questions, that would easily translate to meaningful insights once 

reviewed. Three optional open-ended questions are also included to provide insights. The 

survey responses were given by a varied spectrum of respondents, including persons from 

various healthcare backgrounds and age groups, all participants have had experiences with IV 

therapies.

The research questions that the survey aims to address include:

1. How well do people recognize the inconvenience of the current IV poles?

2. What are the current challenges relating to the IV poles?

3. Would people see wearable IV set as an innovative approach or unnecessary? 

3.2 Expert interviews 

The second collection method consists of 2 face-to-face semi-structured interviews to two 

senior nurses. The interviews were conducted in person and was intended to provide 

qualitative data that to validate findings from the secondary research, while also addresses 

the research gaps.  

Professional insights can provide practical recommendations for design research, as well as 

identifying possible strengths and limitations of new designs. Interaction with senior nurses 

can lead to a better understanding of current issues in actual clinical practice and incorporate 

these insights into research to better meet the needs of patients and healthcare 

professionals.

Figure 5: Primary research structure

15
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Based on research methods, both quantitative and 
quatitative data were collected. The following section 
will provide analysis of the insights and interpretation 
drawn from the surveys and interviews, in order to 
generate interpertation for validating the secondary 
research. The full survey results and interview 
transcripts are provided in Appendix 1&2.

16

04 
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Findings
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4.1.1 Significant raw data results

Accoridng to the raw data, 55.8% said they were aware of significant limitations and inconveniences
associated with IV poles, while 41.9% felt somewhat inconvenient, 81.4% of the people said that they
or their family members encountered challenges when receiving intravenous treatment, such as
inconvenient to go to toilet, or tripping over by the long tubes. These results have strong correlations,
which has proven that there is significant challenges in regards to the design of the IV stand.

When discussing the worst aspects of an IV treatment setup, 7% claimed the wheels were difficult to
push, 25.6% claimed that the need for regular check-ups by a nurse, 25.6% stated lack of mobility and
feeling restricted, and 41.8% claimed that all problems listed exist.

In evaluating patients’ perceptions towards the possible wearable innovation, 79.1% were familiar
with the concept of wearable medical devices, while 67.4% could imagine that integrating wearable IV
infusion devices would improve the overall patient experience. With 83.7% believed that wearable IV
devices designed to provide more mobility and comfort would positively impact their experience
during medical treatment.

In the last close-ended question, 63.4% stated that, given the choice, they would personally prefer a
wearable IV infusion set over a traditional IV stand, provided the redesigned wearable IV set was
implemented. Also, 28.6% claimed they would try it when most people started. Figure below is an
alluvial diagram showing some selected data.

17
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4.1 Collection method 1: Surveys
Considering the significant amount of patients who have experiences in IV therapies, the online

survey was open to everyone, aiming to understand people’s experience when conducting IV

therapies,. According to the sruvey results, all of the 43 participants claimed that either

themselves or their family members have recieved IV therapy. The survey results is shown in

Appendix 1.

Degree of convenience of using IV poles. Limitations Areas of improvements.



4.1.2 Analysis

Through the analysis of these raw data, some correlations can be seen. According to the

survey, more than half of the participants were aware of the limitations and inconveniences of

the IV stand, while when discussing the worst aspects, most felt that the problem was

multifaceted, including difficulty with wheel pushing, frequent nurse checks, and lack of

mobility and comfort. Responses to questions three and seven revealed that many felt that

solutions that provided more mobility and comfort would help improve their overall

experience. Responses to questions six and eight indicate that most people are familiar with

the concepts of wearable medical devices and wearable IV infusion sets and are willing to try

these innovative solutions. Moreover, to ascertain the degree of completion and successful

submissions, the 2 open-ended questions were optional to fill in. Surprisingly, the completion

rate reached 87.2%, indicating a notably high participation rate, implies that it is quite

straightforward and easy to think of the challenges that current IV therapies posts.

4.1.3 Key findings

Taking these results together, it can be concluded that many in the field of intravenous therapy

are aware of the limitations of traditional IV stands, the following dot points summarizes the

key findings during the survey:

18
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Patients have expressed a keen interest in 
providing better mobility, comfort, and 
innovative solutions.

Key features patients would like to see in the 
new design: Lightweight and portable, 
abnormal alerts, manage independently. 

Key challenges of current IV pole: hard to push, 
inconvenient to go to toilet, always in need of 
companionship and nurse checking. 

The open-ended question focused on what key 

features would the patients expect to see in the new

design. Upon reviewing the responses, it is evident

that nearly 50% of the answers focused on the issue of

limited mobility, with many respondents expressing a

desire for independent and unrestricted access to

facilities such as toilets. To better understand the

qualitative data gained in the open-ended question, 5

themes are created to group the answers. The number

of responses relate to each theme are shown as the

graph on the right.

Open-question results



Collection method 2: Expert interviews
Two extensive semi-structured expert interviews were conducted and coded to identify key
themes. The 2 interviewees, Maggie and Viola, are both senior nurses. The interviews are
both recorded and transcribed in Appendix 2. Below shows the themes and codes of the
interview.

in terms of conventional IV poles, both participants pointed out their major limitations in the

healthcare setting. Maggie emphasized the heavy weight of existing IV poles, the

inconvenience of moving them, and their tendency to cause patients to fall. She also pointed

out that long tubes can become entangled in the patient, causing additional distress. Viola, on

the other hand, emphasized how IV poles not only restrict the patient's mobility in tight ward

spaces, but also cause inconvenience to other patients and healthcare professionals. She also

mentioned the old and rusty wheels of the IV poles, which may make pushing difficult for

patients with weak hands. All these issues were verified in the observations of both experts.

Another important finding was that both experts saw the potential for wearable technology

to solve the IV stent problem. They both agreed that designing drug delivery devices in a

wearable form could increase patient freedom, reduce dependence on others, and enable

patients to move more autonomously. However, they also pointed out some potential

challenges, such as solving the blood reverse issue, comfort of wearing the device, and size

limitations.

In addition, the two experts emphasized the importance of patient experience and

engagement in healthcare. They argued that wearable devices can enhance patient comfort

and enable them to participate more actively in the treatment process, thereby promoting

recovery.

In summary, Maggie and Viola's interviews revealed the various limitations of IV stents in

traditional healthcare settings and the potential of wearable technology to address these

issues. Their insights provide important direction for the future development of more

advanced IV treatment options.

19
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Below are examples of quotes from the interview transcript divided into their respective codes 
and themes.

20
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05 Discussion

Based on the literature review and primary research, various insights and findings were
identified. This section will examine the connection between the two techniques, and to
further validate the research gap.

The importance of addressing mobility issues and improving patient autonomy in IV therapy is
highlighted by connecting the literature review to the primary studies. The literature review
revealed an important research gap in that lack of patient mobility in IV therapy may lead to a
risk of falls. The findings of Hachigasaki et al. further emphasized that even healthy individuals
are at an increased risk of falls when using IV poles. Through interviews, experts unanimously
stated that patient falls during treatment are a serious problem for both patients and nurses.

In addition, the literature review mentioned the possibility of wearable devices, which utilize
wearable technology to enhance patient mobility. According to the research, this is also
possible if key issues such as blood reflux and size limitations are addressed. Therefore,
wearable devices offer a potential solution to address mobility issues in IV therapy. Both the
literature review and the expert interviews validated the issue of patients needing to manually
press an alarm button to signal the need to go to the toilet or get out of their seat, whereas
patients would prefer to be able to move around freely and autonomously. This idea was
further supported in the survey, as the results showed that 39% of participants expressed a
desire to be able to easily get to the restroom, access other hospital facilities, and be able to
perform necessary actions independently.

Furthermore, the experts have expressed concern that the size of the fluid pack might be an 
obstacle in designing a wearable device, as the amount of medicine can be varied from 50 ml to 
1000ml. The weight of the fluid is an essential aspect to consider, it has proven by Kar et al., as 
the literature claimed that there is a significant technical challenge that in the notion of WDs is 
their restricted capacity to contain a high drug payload, making them appear less suited for 
applications requiring high-dosing.

Finally, although the materials used for IV poles are not discussed in detail in the literature,
both the survey and the expert interviews highlighted the issue that the poles’ wheels are
often old and rusty, which may have an impact on patient mobility and comfort. This suggests
that in future studies, material selection needs to be considered to improve the quality and
suitability of IV stents. Therefore, by combining a literature review with primary research, this
study emphasizes the urgency of addressing mobility issues in IV therapy and improving patient
autonomy to provide a safer, freer, and more comfortable treatment experience.

21
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06 Design implications & Initial Concepts

From the previous researches, important insights have been drawin in redesigning IV sets, the 
opportunity for the new design lies in the innovative use of wearable technology to address 
the mobility issues of traditional IV stands, allowing patients to move more freely. 

First, the design should focus on lightness and portability to ensure that patients are able to
move freely without external assistance. This requires rethinking the structure and materials of
the device to reduce the burden on the patient. Second, the integration of intelligent control
systems can enhance the patient's therapeutic experience by enabling them to manage the
infusion process autonomously. In addition, the location and fixation of the IV bag needs to be
carefully considered to ensure that it does not interfere with the patient's mobility and
comfort. Durable materials and an easy-to-maintain design will extend the life of the device
and reduce maintenance costs. Most importantly, the design should emphasize the patient's
self-control, allowing them to autonomously manage common needs such as going to the
bathroom or performing other activities. Finally, smart alerts and safety features should be
part of the design to ensure patient safety and monitoring by the healthcare team. These
insights will help develop IV infusion devices that are more responsive to patients' needs and
improve the effectiveness of treatment and patient comfort.

The design implications can be summarized as the following:

Must

➢ The device must be comfortable to wear, ergonomic considerations should be addressed.

➢ The device should allow the users to move easily.

➢ The device must detect any abnormality, for example there is bubble/ pressure in the line,
the tube/ fluid pack is left empty.

➢ The alarm system should be activated if detected any abnormality, also when the treatment
is about to finish. The alarm system should connect to the medical professionals.

➢ Emergency stop switch will be turned on automatically when the alarm rings, to avoid
excessive waiting times for nurses to come.

➢ The wearable device should be able to adjust the flow rate.

Should

➢ Battery compartment or charging port should be considered.

➢ Comfortable to use in every position, not limited to walking (lying, sitting, etc.).

Must not

➢ Adding too much weight to the patients.

➢ Occur blood reverse.

➢ Insufficient alert features.
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Concept 1

Scenario 

• In-hospital care

Key Problem Targeted

• Limited Mobility.

• Bulky and heavy IV stand with rusty wheels.

• Avoid large contact area to the body, ideal for smaller size IV bags. 

Key features

• Container with a large opening for easy IV bag replacement.

• Pressure pump structure with built-in smart pressure valve and pressure sensor.

• Pressure can be adjusted by turning the valve.

• Shoulder strap enhances stability and prevents device from falling off the arm.

• Roller regulator for patients to adjust the flow rate within set limits.

• Infrared structure detects abnormalities and monitors IV fluid capacity.

• Data sent to a linked smartwatch for real-time alerts, fluid speed, and remaining capacity.

• Smartwatch display provides user information and connects to the nurses' end for 

monitoring.

Arm Set for Small size IV bag
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Scenario 

• In-hospital care

Key Problem Targeted

• Wearable solution for heavy IV bag.

• Avoid contact on arm. 

Key features

• Transparent acrylic pocket for holding large-volume IV bags or accommodating two 

different fluid types.

• Velcro stripes structure for adjusting the garment to fit various body sizes.

• Pressure pump structure with a built-in smart pressure valve and pressure sensor, 

enabling height-independent use.

• Pressure adjustment through a valve.

• Shoulder strap for enhanced stability and prevention of device falling off the arm.

• Roller regulator for patients to adjust the flow rate within set limits.

• Infrared structure to detect abnormalities and monitor IV fluid capacity.

• Data sent to a linked smartwatch for real-time alerts, fluid speed, and remaining capacity.

• Smartwatch display provides user information and connects to the nurses' end for 

monitoring.

Concept 2

Iv garment Set for big size IV bag
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Concept 3

Iv arm Set for post-disaster rescue

Scenario 

• Outdoor rescue/ post-disaster rescue/ emergency situations

Key Problem Targeted

• Addressing the issue of limited space for IV poles when many people are injured.

• Reducing the need for long walks to safe areas during emergencies.

Key features

• The red cover plate can be opened to access the storage room for spare IV tube set. 

• Yellow light at the front for clearer vein observation, especially useful in emergencies or 

darker areas.

• Top two buttons for patients to adjust the flow rate within set limits.

• Third button for turning the device on/off, with the last button serving as a pause button 

to halt the pressure pump operation, preventing sudden cardiac distress.

• Long-press buttons to activate functions, reducing accidental touches.

• Device screen displaying alert status, pressure rate, remaining capacity, and time.

• Pressure pump structure utilizing aerostatic pressure.

• Infrared structure to detect abnormalities and monitor remaining IV fluid capacity.
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Concept 4

Backpack-like wearable IV set

Scenario 

• In-Hospital Care

Key Problem Targeted

• Increase patient 

freedom during long-

time treatment.

• Enhance patient 

empowerment. 

• Wearable solution for 

large volume IV bag.

Key features

• The ergonomic design of  backpack form allows users to move 

around comfortably, with pressure of the weight of IV bag lies 

evenly on both shoulder. 

• The pressure pump structure with built-in smart pressure 

valve and pressure sensor, allows the user to use it without the 

limitations of height. Pressure can be generated by turning the 

valve by medical professionals before the treatment starts. 

• The screen on the bag pack shows the alert status, fluid speed 

and remaining fluid capacity. It is linked to the nurses’ end, as 
well as patients’ health App on the phone.  

• The two front strips are better reinforced for solidity, reducing 

the risk of dropping the pack to none.The shoulder strip is 

enhancing the stability, avoiding the device falls off from arm. 

• The roller regulator can be used for patients to adjust the flow 

rate, with a maximum and minimum value. 

• Infrared red structure in the device detects any abnormal and 

remaining capacity of the IV fluid, sending to the smart watch 

on the wrist. 

• The device can be charged. 
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Concept 5

Mechanical IV arm set

Scenario 

• In-Hospital Care

Key Problem Targeted

• Limited mobility, rusty old 

wheels, inconvenient to 

access facilities in hospitals. 

• Pure mechanical movements, 

no electricity required, avoid 

any risk caused by electrical 

faults. 

• Minimizes patient errors, such 

as mispressing buttons, for 

increased safety and reliability.

1.  Remove the front cover plate and adjust the 

timing mechanism.

2.  Insert the IV fluid bag into the groove.

3.  Adjust the capacity control knob according to 

the IV bag's volume, ensuring the rear cover plate 

moves forward or backward to keep the fluid level 

even and not compressed.

4.  The IV bag, in contact with both the cover plate 

and the rear cover plate, starts to experience 

squeezing.

5.  Install the front cover plate.

6.  The user wears the device and adjust the straps 

for a secure fit.

7.  During the infusion, as the timer automatically 

rotates, the rack uniformly descends.

8.  Under the action of a pressure spring, the cover 

plate slowly compresses the IV bag, creating 

pressure to complete the infusion.

9. When the infusion is finished, the timer triggers 

an alert to signal the completion of the IV infusion.

Steps of using
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07 Conclusion

Through an in-depth analysis of the literature review, surveys, and expert interviews, this report
uncovers the various approach of enhancing patient mobility during IV treatment.

The literature review revealed the limitations of traditional IV infusion devices, including
restricted patient mobility, potential safety hazards, and limitations on patient autonomy. The
results of the survey and expert interviews further confirmed the reality of these issues,
highlighting the needs and challenges of patients and healthcare professionals in this area.

Patient voices became particularly important in the survey and expert interviews, emphasizing
the critical importance of portability, comfort, and safety to IV device design. Patients are eager to
be able to maintain their freedom and independence while receiving treatment without having
to rely too much on healthcare professionals. The expert interviews also mentioned the
importance of maintenance and materials of IV devices, which are directly related to the
reliability and long-term sustainable use of the devices.

Based on this, a series of conceptual IV infusion device designs were proposed that aim to
address the problems associated with traditional devices. These design concepts emphasize
lightweight, portability, intelligent control and patient autonomy, as well as safety and
maintainability. These concepts will provide new directions for future IV therapy devices,
enabling better patient participation in the treatment process and improving overall efficiency
and comfort.

In summary, this study provides insight and guidance for improving patient mobility during IV
therapy. By focusing on patient needs, designers can create smarter, more user-friendly, and
efficient devices that will improve the patient experience, reduce the burden on healthcare
professionals, and improve the quality of healthcare delivery. These innovative design concepts
are expected to bring positive changes to the healthcare industry, making IV treatments safer,
more convenient and responsive to patients' needs.
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09 Appendix 
Appendix 1: Survey Results 
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*Results for Question 9 & 10 are 

shown in next page.



Survey Result Count.
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Appendix 2a: Semi-structured interviews

Appendix 2b: Participant consent forms
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Appendix 2c: Interview transcripts

Interviewee 1: Maggie, 2-year senior nurse, working in Melbourne

Interviewee 2: Viola, 1-year senior nurse, working in Brisbane
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